Abstract
In a double groupoid S, we show that there is a canonical groupoid structure on the set of those squares of S for which the two source edges are identities; we call this the core groupoid of S. The target maps from the core groupoid to the groupoids of horizontal and vertical edges of S are now base{preserving morphisms whose kernels commute, and we call the diagram consisting of the core groupoid and these two morphisms the core diagram of S. If S is a double Lie groupoid, and each groupoid structure on S satis es a natural double form of local triviality, we show that the core diagram determines S and, conversely, that a locally trivial double Lie groupoid may be constructed from an abstractly given core diagram satisfying some natural additional conditions.
In the algebraic case, the corresponding result includes the known equivalences between crossed modules, special double groupoids with special connection (Brown and Spencer), and cat 1 {groups (Loday) . These cases correspond to core diagrams for which both target morphisms are (compatibly) split surjections.
A double groupoid is a groupoid object in the category of groupoids; that is, a double groupoid consists of a set S with two groupoid structures upon (generally distinct) bases H and V , which are themselves groupoids on a common base B, all subject to the compatibility condition that the structure maps of each structure on S are morphisms with respect to the other. We call H and V the side groupoids of S, and B the double base. Elements of S are pictured as squares 
in which v 1 ; v 2 2 V are the source and target of s with respect to the horizontal structure on S, and h 1 ; h 2 2 H are the source and target with respect to the vertical structure. The compatibility condition ensures that a diagram of four squares of S, in which each pair of parallel inner edges matches, has a unique composition; one obtains the same answer whether one composes rst horizontally and then vertically, or rst vertically and then horizontally. This is known as the interchange law. Double groupoids (and double categories) should be distinguished from 2-categories, where multiple compositions present complicated \pasting" problems, and from bicategories, where the basic laws (such as associativity, and the existence of identities) hold only up to equivalence. Double groupoids were introduced by Ehresmann in the early 1960's (see for example 9], 7]), but primarily as instances of double categories, and as a part of a general exploration of categories with structure. Since that time their main use has been in homotopy theory. Brown and Higgins 2] gave the earliest example of a \higher homotopy groupoid", by associating to a pointed pair of spaces (X; A) a special double groupoid with special connection, (X; A). Such double groupoids have identical side groupoids, and the two groupoid structures on squares are isomorphic under a rotation operator. In terms of this functor , 2] proved a Generalized Van Kampen Theorem, and deduced from it a Van Kampen Theorem for the second relative homotopy group 2 (X; A), viewed as a crossed module over the p.239 fundamental group 1 (A).
In di erential geometry, double Lie groupoids, but usually with one of the structures totally intransitive, have been considered in passing by Pradines ( 19] , 20] and elsewhere). Very recently double Lie groups have been studied by several authors in connection with Poisson Lie groups and related structures (see Lu and Weinstein 13] and references given there); these may be regarded as double Lie groupoids in which the double base is a singleton, so that the side groupoids are in fact groups, and which satisfy a further strong condition. Also quite recently, Weinstein 24] has introduced a notion of symplectic double groupoid.
The double groupoids which arise in homotopy theory are of a particularly special type, and admit several equivalent descriptions. The special double groupoids with special connection, which were shown in 2] to model 2-dimensional homotopy theory, have identical side groupoids H = V , and for each h 2 H a special kind of \degenerate", or thin, square, 
for all composable h; h 0 2 H (where e 1 H h 0; e 1 V h 0 denote identities for the horizontal and vertical structures on S; see x1). Such maps ? had already been studied by Brown and Spencer 6] under the name of \special connections"; condition (2) is called the transport law. The special connection encodes the basic properties characteristic of the homotopy double groupoid (X; A) 2]; in particular, the rotation operator referred to above may be de ned in terms of the special connection 6, x4]. The main result of 6] showed that a special double groupoid with special connection whose double base is singleton is entirely determined by p.240 a certain crossed module; crossed modules had arisen much earlier in the work of J. H. C. Whitehead on 2-dimensional homotopy. This result is easily extended to give an equivalence between arbitrary special double groupoids with special connection and crossed modules over groupoids; this is included in the results of 3]. We recall these results in more detail in x3
below. Special double groupoids with special connection and a singleton double base are also equivalent to the cat 1 -groups of Loday. Cat n -groups, for any positive integer n, were introduced in 12] as algebraic models of homotopy (n + 1)-types; a cat 1 -group is a group G together with endomorphisms s; t: G ! G such that st = t; ts = s and such that ker(s) and ker(t) commute elementwise. It was noted in 12] that cat 1 -groups are equivalent to crossed modules (over groups) and to group objects in the category of groupoids. That group objects in the category of groupoids are equivalent to crossed modules had been shown much earlier by Brown and Spencer 5] , in a result there attributed to Verdier. There is thus a commuting square of equivalences between the concepts of special double groupoid with special connection and a singleton base, group object in the category of groupoids, cat 1 -group, and crossed module. Each of these concepts has its particular advantages, but that of double groupoid is perhaps closest to the underlying intuition that 2-dimensional homotopy refers to the study of squares in a topological space.
The purpose of the present paper is to show that a far wider class of double groupoids is completely determined by a simple diagram of ordinary groupoids and morphisms, the core diagram. This result, 2.7 below, is a considerable extension of the equivalence 6] between special double groupoids with special connection and crossed modules. Given a double groupoid S as above, the core groupoid K consists of those squares k in S of the form h connection then these two crossed modules can be canonically identi ed, and either may be taken as the crossed module associated by 6] to S. The fact that a special double groupoid with special connection is determined by this crossed module is re ected in the fact that in this case the two exact sequences in the core diagram are split. Conversely, any crossed module over a groupoid determines a core diagram in which both exact sequences are split (3.5).
In fact, for a special double groupoid with special connection and singleton base, S, the core group(oid) K is precisely the cat 1 -group corresponding to S. Because the two exact sequences are split, H and V may be regarded as subgroups of K, and @ H and @ V then correspond to the endomorphisms denoted s and t above. This viewpoint may be easily extended to any special double groupoid with special connection. Thus, while 2.7 generalizes the equivalence between crossed modules and special double groupoids with special connection, the concept of core diagram may also be regarded as generalizing the notion of cat 1 -group. Theorem 2.7 also establishes that any abstractly given diagram of the form (3), where both sequences are short exact and M H and M V commute in K, is the core diagram of a double groupoid, unique up to isomorphism. This, and the more general results of x4, delineate additional structure which a pair of crossed modules over groupoids must possess if they are to be contained within a double groupoid. We have so far described this result in purely algebraic terms. However our chief concern is with a di erentiable form of the results, giving an equivalence between locally trivial double Lie groupoids and locally trivial core diagrams. We should rst explain that we are using the term \Lie groupoid" in a sense di erent to that in which it was used in 14] and elsewhere in the work of the second-named author. In 14] a Lie groupoid was taken to be a di erentiable groupoid satisfying a local triviality condition, and Lie groupoids were accordingly essentially equivalent to principal bundles. In this paper, by a \Lie groupoid" we mean what in 14] was called a di erentiable groupoid, and when local triviality conditions are used they will p.242 be explicitly stated. This change in usage seems consonant with the growing importance of symplectic groupoids 24].
For an ordinary Lie groupoid G on base B, local triviality is the condition that the anchor map G ! B B, which maps arrows in G to their 0-skeleton, is a surjective submersion.
A locally trivial Lie groupoid is determined by the principal bundle G b (B; G b b ) where G b consists of all arrows radiating from a xed b 2 B, and G b b is the group of arrows whose source and target are both b; for di erent choices of b these principal bundles are isomorphic (a detailed account is given in 14]). In considering analogous conditions for a double Lie groupoid S, one could require the two Lie groupoid structures on S to be locally trivial, and one would then obtain an equivalence with \principal bundles in the category of Lie groupoids". However, a far more interesting result arises if one takes account of the double structure, and imposes the stronger condition that the maps which to each square in S assign three sides of its 1-skeleton, be surjective submersions. This may also be expressed as the requirement that each anchor on S be not only a surjective submersion with respect to its own structure, but a bration of groupoids with respect to the other (see 2.3). Our main theorem 2.7 then proves that a double Lie groupoid which is locally trivial in this sense is determined by its core diagram, and conversely, any locally trivial core diagram determines a locally trivial Lie groupoid.
For ordinary Lie groupoids, and principal bundles, local triviality is the condition which ensures the existence of a connection theory. In the same way it seems reasonable to expect that the connection theory of a locally trivial double Lie groupoid can be studied in terms of connections (in the slightly extended sense of 16]) in the exact sequences of its core diagram.
The correspondence given in x3 between special connections in the sense of 6] and splittings in the core diagram may be regarded as the at case of this result. The general case will be taken up elsewhere.
The concept of core groupoid may also be regarded as a generalization of Pradines' concept of the core (French: c ur) of a double vector bundle 20], 21], 22]; this is, of course, the origin of our terminology. The core of a double vector bundle is the intersection of the kernels of the two bundle projections; it inherits a unique vector bundle structure and plays a crucial role in the connection theory of the double vector bundle. Vector bundles, however, are totally intransitive and so the other elements of our core diagram are absent; there is accordingly no possibility of reconstructing a double vector bundle from its core, and there is no antecedent in the vector bundle theory for our main result.
We begin in x1 by considering actions and brations of double (Lie) groupoids. These are technical results which facilitate the proof of 2.7 in the di erentiable setting. One of the key algebraic ingredients of 2.7 is a representation, in a double groupoid satisfying suitable local triviality conditions, of an arbitrary element, as in (1) 
CLASSES OF MORPHISMS OF DOUBLE GROUPOIDS
This section gives necessary preliminaries on double groupoids, with particular attention to actions and brations. The apparatus we develop here allows an e cent treatment of the di erentiability aspects of the Lie case, and a reader who is primarily interested in the underlying algebra may prefer to read only to 1.2 and then proceed to x2, referring back to the examples as necessary. We begin by recalling the main classes of morphisms of (ordinary) Lie groupoids; the terminology which follows is an amalgam of that of 10] with that of Pradines 23] . p.244 We will often use the notation G ?! ?! B to indicate brie y that G is a groupoid on base B. Here the two arrows should be thought of as the source : G ! B and target : G ! B maps. The anchor map G ! B B; g 7 ! ( g; g) we generically denote by . The identity element corresponding to b 2 B we denote by 1 b , not, as in 14], byb. The multiplication, or composition, map we denote by ; it is de ned on G G = f(g 2 ; g 1 ) 2 G G j (g 2 ) = (g 1 )g. Lastly, the division map of G we take to be : G G ! G; ( We have used multiplicative notation for all four groupoid structures here in order to reserve additive notation for the associated Lie algebroids. It may well be that future work will need to consider expressions involving a groupoid multiplication in one structure and a Lie algebroid addition in the other. The importance of the submersion condition on the double source map is shown by the following proposition. It guarantees that the domain of each division (and multiplication) map in S is a Lie subgroupoid of the Cartesian square S S of the other structure, so that one may legitimately speak of S as a \Lie groupoid in the category of Lie groupoids". This condition also ensures, as will be shown elsewhere, that there is a natural construction of a double Lie algebroid associated to S. In the present paper we make use of this condition only in the de nition 2.1 of the core groupoid. 
and since is a surjective submersion, it follows that G is an embedded submanifold of G 1 G 2 , and that the restriction G ! d G; ( ; ; P P; P) ! ( ; ; ; B) in which each of the four maps is the quotient projection for a principal action of G.
The philosophy underlying 1.5 and 1.6 may be extended: given any class of morphisms of ordinary groupoids, one may consider morphisms of double groupoids for which the two \horizontal" morphisms lie in this class. In x3 we will need the following further instance of this process.
De nition 1.11 10 
has a right-inverse ( ; ; id V 0; id B 0): (S 7 V ; H 7 B ; V 0 ; B 0 ) ! (S 0 ; H 0 ; V 0 ; B 0 ) which is a morphism of double di erentiable groupoids.
We leave the reader to work out the equivalence between split brations and general semi-direct products in the category of double groupoids. 
THE CORE DIAGRAM OF
Since the double source map is a surjective submersion, it follows that K is a closed embedded submanifold of S. Now we de ne a groupoid structure on K with base B as follows: in terms of (7) 
are the sides of some element of S. In the di erentiable case, the horizontal and vertical local triviality conditions may be regarded as smooth lling conditions. In the set-theoretic case, horizontal transitivity is also equivalent to the condition that We now begin the proof of our main result, 2.7, which gives an equivalence between locally trivial double Lie groupoids and locally trivial core diagrams. As the rst step we construct a locally trivial double Lie groupoid from a locally trivial core diagram as in (9) . With respect to these two structures, Q is a We now need the following lemma, which is a purely algebraic result. The The description given here seems the most powerful in that, unlike the rst alternative, we describe locally trivial double Lie groupoids in terms of ordinary groupoids, rather than in terms of merely a di erent type of double object; and compared to the class of double groupoids described by the second alternative, the locally trivial double Lie groupoids are considerably more general.
(ii) It is worth emphasizing the importance of the commutativity condition in 2.5. This is crucial to 2.7, and corresponds to the interchange law in the resulting double groupoid. Such commutativity conditions seem to have rst been explicitly noted in Loday's 12] de nition of a cat 1 -group.
(iii) There is a three-fold version of 2.7 in which a suitable triple groupoid is determined by a core groupoid and three morphisms from it to the core groupoids of the three face groupoids: the kernels of these morphisms t together into three crossed squares 12] over groupoids, subject to several natural compatibility conditions. Presumably there is also an n-fold version.
(iv) We have given a de nition of an abstract core diagram only in the locally trivial case, because the kernels of arbitrary morphisms @ H : K ! H; @ V : K ! V may not be Lie group bundles of locally constant rank, and consideration of such cases would introduce inapposite complications. However in x4 we will indicate how more general adjunctions than those in 2.7 can be obtained in the set-theoretic case.
(v) There is an alternative proof of 2.7, in which the comma double groupoid (K; @ V ; V ) is replaced by the set of all quadruples of elements from K with common bottom right vertex. One then uses two quotienting processes to obtain Q, corresponding to passing elements of p.261 M H or M V horizontally or vertically between the constituent elements of K. This proof is considerably more complicated, but has the virtue of preserving symmetry between the horizontal and vertical structures.
(vi) This representation is in some sense dual to the result of A. and C. Ehresmann 7,  xD.3] that every double category is canonically embedded as a double subcategory of the double category of squares of its 2-category of strings. There are many di erences between the Ehresmanns' theorem and the one presented here, but the most important is probably the fact that, since the 2-category of strings is an algebraic \free object" construction, it is unlikely to admit a di erentiable formulation. We are grateful to Madame Ehresmann for this reference. Given locally trivial groupoids H and V on base B, and crossed modules (M H ; @ h ; H; H ) and (M V ; @ v ; V; V ) which satisfy these kernel and cokernel conditions, it would be very interesting to know what further conditions are necessary to ensure that there exists an abstract locally trivial core diagram which induces them, and to have an e ective classi cation of such core diagrams. This is the analogue for double groupoids of the problem of describing all locally trivial Lie groupoids with prescribed base and prescribed gauge group bundle (compare 17]). In principal bundle terms, it is the problem solved by the concept of transition function. We treat a very special case of the rst part of this problem in the next section.
SPLIT DOUBLE GROUPOIDS
By \split double groupoids" we mean the di erentiable analogue of the \special double groupoids with special connection" which were introduced by Brown and Spencer 6], and whose generalization to arbitrary dimensions has been extensively developed by Brown and Higgins ( 3] , 4] and elsewhere) for proving Generalized Van Kampen Theorems. Special double groupoids with special connection di er from general double groupoids in that their side groupoids are identical and in that they admit \special connections". These special connections encode aspects of the homotopy-theoretical examples with which these authors were at the time chie y concerned; algebraically, they provide a rotation operation in the double groupoid 6, x4] under which the horizontal and vertical structures are isomorphic. p.262 Special double groupoids with special connection correspond to crossed modules over groupoids ( 6] for the case where the double base of the double groupoid is singleton; the general case is an easy extension and included in 3, 6.2]). In this section we deduce a di erentiable version of this result from our 2.7, and give a simple characterization of \special double Lie groupoids with special connection" as those locally trivial double Lie groupoids (S; H; V ; B) for which H = V and for which both anchors are split brations, these splittings being compatible in a natural way. We also consider locally trivial double Lie groupoids in which the side groupoids are distinct and in which only one anchor is split, and show that such double groupoids are characterized by the presence of a \one-sided" version of a special connection. This frees the notion of special connection from the assumption that the side groupoids are identical.
At the time when 6] was written, the notion of special connection was also motivated by the di erential-geometric concept of path-lifting. As part of our analysis here we show that the one-sided version of a special connection in a locally trivial double Lie groupoid and kernel, both of which are Lie group bundles. However, the image of @ need not be closed in G.
We recall the usual construction of a double groupoid from a crossed module 3], at the same time giving a di erentiable version of it. Until 3.2, we consider a xed crossed module (M; @; G; ) over a locally trivial Lie groupoid G. Let Comma double groupoids (H; ; V ) with a surjective submersion, are vertically split, and of course special double groupoids with special connection C(M; @; G; ) are both horizontally and vertically split. modules; they are the split double groupoids in the following sense. For most purposes it is
Because @ H and @ V are not assumed to be surjective in this de nition, the actions H and V cannot be deduced from conjugation by K, as in x2, but must be built into the structure.
Note, however, that each of (ii) and (iii) imply one of the crossed module conditions included in (iv) and (v), namely that corresponding to (ii) in 3.1. That the images of M V and M H p.269 commute in K is now not explicitly required, but follows from (ii) (or (iii)) and (i). A semicore diagram is the part of (14) consisting of M V , K, V , the action V , and the associated morphisms, i V , @ V , and @ v = @ V i V , subject to (ii) and (iv). Thus M V is a totally intransitive subgroupoid of K, and is normal in K by virtue of (ii). It follows that any semicore diagram can be completed to an abstract core diagram in which H = K=M V , and M H = ker(@ V ).
Clearly there are categories ACD and SCD of abstract core diagrams and semicore diagrams, respectively. Let U: ACD ! SCD be the forgetful functor. From the algebra underlying 2.1 we have a functor K: DG ! ACD, where DG is the category of (set-theoretic) double groupoids.
We now extract the algebraic heart (\le c ur alg ebrique") of the arguments in x2. Thus we nd that the category of semicore diagrams is equivalent to that of double groupoids with these two properties. Indeed the latter category is a re ective subcategory of the category DG.
(ii) There do exist interesting double groupoids which do not satisfy (4.3.1) or (4.3.2). The double Lie groups of 13], considered as double Lie groupoids, have already been mentioned.
Here is an example in which both @ V and @ H may fail to be surjective while the core groupoid does contain nonidentity elements. Let : H ! P and : V ! P be morphisms of groups, where H and V share a common normal subgroup M, and assume that and agree on M. De (M) . By taking H and V to be subgroups of P, with M = f1g but H \ V 6 = f1g, an S with the speci ed properties can be found.
In conclusion, it seems reasonable to expect that the classi cation of double groupoids will p.271 be more di cult, and exhibit a wider range of possibilities, than that for ordinary groupoids. Double groupoids are intrinsically complicated objects, as is already shown by the fact that certain classes of double groupoids include complete information on all homotopy 2-types. Perhaps we should not even expect there to be descriptions of all double groupoids in terms of other more familiar structures, but rather regard double groupoids themselves as basic objects in mathematics. On the other hand, where such descriptions are available, they can be of considerable use.
